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Abstract

Micro-controllers are now widely deployed as compo-
nents in distributed systems. Temporal predictability is
important for such embedded systems - software must ex-
ecute within specified bounds to maintain the safe op-
eration of the system as a whole. Micro-controllers re-
quire regular clock pulses, usually provided by an external
quartz crystal. Clocks exhibit random variation in res-
onant frequency from one component to another, a tem-
perature sensitivity and gradual changes with time. This
means that the execution speed of software will vary when
implemented on different processors of the same class. We
highlight the vulnerability of standard scheduling analysis
in the presence of clock frequency uncertainty when ap-
plied to the performance prediction of distributed embed-
ded systems. We propose a modified scheduling analysis
to account for the inevitable range of processor clock rates
in embedded distributed systems and confirm our analysis
by a small empirical study using CAN (Controller Area
Network) for inter-processor communication.

1 Introduction

Micro-controllers are now widely deployed as com-
ponents in domestic equipment, in industrial automation
controllers, in automobiles, trains, aircraft, lift controllers,
communications systems and elsewhere. Some of these
examples can be classified as hard real-time because soft-
ware executed on the micro-controllers must meet strict
time deadlines to fulfill its purpose. Indeed, failure to meet
a timing deadline may result in large financial loss or even
loss of life. For example, software employed to control
functions such as airbag deployment or anti-skid braking
in automobiles must execute on each and every occasion
within strict deadlines; failure to do so would constitute a
serious risk to automobile users.

Micro-controllers require regular clock pulses, usually
provided by an external quartz crystal device which oscil-
lates at a fixed frequency. Current quartz devices are avail-
able with high stability and close tolerance. Nevertheless,
clocks exhibit random variation in frequency from one
component to another (resulting from inevitable manufac-
turing variations), a temperature sensitivity and gradual
changes with time. This means that the execution speed
of software will vary when implemented on different pro-
cessors chips of the same class and will also be sensitive to
both operating temperature and time. These variations are
small and in many cases will not have a significant impact
on system performance.

A well-established means of predicting the perfor-
mance of real-time systems is a schedulability analysis
which is applicable to both uniprocessor systems [1] and
distributed systems [13]. In this approach it is assumed
that the computation times of tasks and real-time oper-
ating system scheduling functions can be determined a-
priori. Usually it is the worst-case performance or longest
execution time that is measured/computed since this is re-
quired to demonstrate that a given system is able to re-
spond within a deadline. For some applications, where
periodic output is required, the shortest execution time
is also of interest. It is assumed that computation time
bounds completely characterise the execution behaviour
of particular software components on given processors
and that these can be used to predict behaviour on any
processor/real-time operating system of the same type.

In our analysis we assume the use of “simple” proces-
sors and preclude performance enhancing features such
as pipelining, caching or DMA. Although these processor
features improve average performance, they complicate
the analysis required to predict performance and result
in wide bounds on computation times [7]. The execution
time of a software function on a simple processor is deter-
mined by the number and nature of instructions executed
on a given path (frequently the longest and shortest paths



are of special interest) and the execution times of instruc-
tions [11]. The clock speed of the computer processor and
the access time of memory devices determine the duration
of instructions. Thus, software computation times may
be computed by instruction counting. This may be per-
formed by analysing object code or high-level language
programs [4] assuming a particular clock frequency, thus
fixing the duration of each instruction in the instruction
set. This frequency will be the nominal clock frequency
appropriate for the target processor on which the code is to
be executed. Alternatively, computation times may be de-
termined by measurement on a particular processor. The
execution time of a software component may be measured
by executing it in isolation, i.e., not in an environment
where it may be preempted by other tasks. Care must be
taken to ensure that both the data state and event sequence
used for the test result in the worst-case path through the
software; this may be quite difficult to arrange in prac-
tice. Measurements will be made on processors which
are clocked at frequencies particular to the actual clock
device used, their age and operating temperature. Thus,
these measurements will in part reflect the speed of the
clock device used.

This paper presents the results of an investigation of
the influence of system clock frequency uncertainty on the
veracity of performance predictions made using standard
scheduling analysis. We shall demonstrate that, as a result
of variations in clock frequency between clocks, there are
circumstances in which real-time performance might be
significantly poorer than expected. This is particularly ap-
parent for distributed embedded control systems in which
task execution is managed by priority scheduling and tasks
communicate by message passing over a network. In this
situation, even quite small changes in software execution
times could result in disproportionately large variations
in response time because of the non-linear dependence
of task response time on computation time under priority
scheduling.

The remainder of our paper is organised as follows.
Section 2 introduces the quartz clock as a means of reg-
ulating the clock of a micro-controller and defines the
performance of typical devices. Section 3 reports the re-
sults of measurements made on a number of typical em-
bedded micro-controllers to determine the range of clock
rates experienced in practice. Section 4 outlines the com-
putational model used to represent systems of tasks pre-
emptively scheduled on processors and communication
between tasks required to model distributed systems. In
Section 5 the implications of clock period variation on
scheduling behaviour and task response times are ex-
plored. A small empirical study is described in Section 6
as a practical demonstration of the impact of clock speed
variation on system performance and to confirm the re-
sults of analysis. Section 7 summarises the work and
presents some recommendations regarding the handling
of clock speed uncertainty in the analysis of distributed
real-time systems.

2 The Quartz Crystal Clock

Micro-controllers usually incorporate the active part of
a clock device - the oscillator-inverter. This must be con-
nected to an external passive component which oscillates
at a fixed frequency. The “clock” used to generate timing
signals for popular micro-controllers is usually a Quartz
(silica - a hexagonal crystalline mineral) device. Such
crystals perform a mechanical vibration when stimulated
by an electrical current - the piezoelectric effect [3].

The characteristic frequency of vibration of a crystal
depends on the direction of cut and on size. Quartz crys-
tals are manufactured to generate timing signals at fixed
frequencies and are available with a wide range of nom-
inal frequencies. However, current manufacturing tech-
niques result in devices possessing characteristic frequen-
cies which are scattered about a nominal frequency. Thus,
if a typical device is used to control a clock by counting
crystal vibrations, the clock time will drift (slew) away
from a standard clock. The drift rate,�0i , for clock i with
respect to a standard clock may be defined as [11]:�0i = �i�0
where�0 is the period of the standard clock and�i is the
period of clocki 1. A slow clock will be characterised
by �0i > 1 and a fast clock by�0i < 1. We shall drop
the 0 superscript from�0i with the understanding that all
quoted drift rates are measured relative to a standard clock
to which nominal periods and computation times relate.
We define limiting values of the drift rate to accommodate
the range of drift rates experienced in practice. Thus,�min
is a minimal drift rate for the fastest processor, and�max
is the maximal drift rate for the slowest processor.

The tolerance of a quartz device is quoted at a stan-
dard temperature (the environmental temperature of the
device) and is typically�30 ppm at a standard tempera-
ture of perhaps25�C. Such a tolerance permits the fre-
quency of a10 MHz device to lie within the bounds[9999700; 10000300] Hz. Another characteristic of the
quartz clock is its sensitivity to temperature. The fre-
quency of a quartz device typically will vary by as much
as�50 ppm over its operating temperature range (say,�10�C to +60�C). The so-called “AT” cut crystal of-
fers a flat temperature profile around room temperature
and is the most frequently used for microprocessor reg-
ulation. Temperature induced frequency changes would
be expected to play a more significant role in applications
where processors experience a wide variation in thermal
conditions. For example, micro-controllers used in au-
tomotive or industrial control may experience wide tem-
perature cycling during routine operation. Quartz crystals
also suffer a slow drift in their resonance frequency over1Maximum drift rates for resonators lie between�103 ppm to�10�1 ppm, depending on quality (and price), where ppm means ‘parts
per million’



Table 1. Typical Quartz Crystal Characteris-
tics

Tolerance at a standard temp.�30 ppm
Temp. stability �50 ppm
Aging < �5 ppm in1st year
Operating temp. range �10�C to+60�C

time, particularly during the first year or so after manufac-
ture [3]. Performance data characteristic of typical mod-
ern Quartz devices are listed in Table 1. In summary, the
resonant frequency of a Quartz crystal device is primarily
a function of manufacturing variation and temperature but
time also plays a part in defining the operating frequency.

3 Clock Period Variations in Practice

In order to assess the range of drift rates exhibited
by typical devices and to identify examples of slow
and fast clocks, measurements of clock drift rate were
made on a number of micro-controllers boards of the
same design. For this purpose, M68HC08AZ32 micro-
controllers2 were selected; these were clocked at a nom-
inal frequency of4:9152 MHz3. The M68HC08AZ32 is
an 8-bit micro-controller which provides a CAN [9] field-
bus interface and other parallel/serial I/O and ADC func-
tions. The processor is designed for automobile applica-
tions and is typical of modern devices used in embedded
systems. Fifteen processors were available for this study;
these are identified here by a number between1 and15.

The relative clock speed of each crystal/micro-
controller was determined by executing a periodic timer
interrupt handler on each of two processors drawn from
the 15. The interrupt handler simply raised an output sig-
nal on a parallel port for the duration of the handler; this
signal was observed on an oscilloscope. The oscilloscope
was triggered by one of the traces; the two traces were
observed to move relative to one another at a rate deter-
mined by the relative clock drift rates of the two proces-
sors. The processor with the faster clock generated in-
terrupts more quickly and its output trace was generated
with a shorter interval. Thus, the high frequency clock
trace regressed relative to the lower frequency clock trace.
For each pair of processors, the time delay required to re-
sult in a displacement between traces of typically500�s
was determined (with an estimated accuracy of�5%). All
measurements were made at a similar room temperature to
minimise the temperature effect on clock frequency.

Figure 1 displays the measured clock drift rates for the
15 processors. The data have been plotted relative to the
clock rate of processor number4; thus the clock for pro-
cessor4 is shown to have a negligible drift rate (�4 = 1:0).
It has been assumed that processor4 exhibited no clock2Motorola evaluation board: M68HC08AZ32EVB3Using crystals: CQ 4.9152

drift (simply because this processor exhibited a clock fre-
quency approximately mid way between the fastest and
slowest). The results show what appears to be a ran-
dom variation in clock speed of about�20 ppm; this is
within the range quoted by manufacturers which is typi-
cal of these devices when operated at a fixed temperature.
Both temperature variations and aging could significantly
increase measured frequency variations between devices.
It can be seen that the devices numbered6 and9 were at
the extremes of those measured and differ in frequency by
about40 ppm (equivalent to about3:5 s per day).
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Figure 1. 4.9152 MHz Clocks ordered by drift
rate

4 Computational Model and Assumptions

We review the computational model chosen to repre-
sent the behaviour of sets of tasks preemptively scheduled
on processors and the principal results of scheduling anal-
ysis to compute the maximal response times of tasks.

The type of distributed systems we consider are com-
positions of tasks scheduled on processors and messages
scheduled on Controller Area Networks [9]. Both tasks
and messages are statically allocated to resources and, in
order that they are amenable to a simple scheduling anal-
ysis, they are periodic or sporadic (have minimum inter-
arrival times).

4.1 Tasks and Scheduling
The notation adopted to define task sets is as follows.

LetP be a set of processors, andn be the total number of
tasks in the system. Tasks are identified by an integer in
the range1::n. The task set,T , is defined asT = f(Ti; Ci; �i; pi) j 1 � i � ng
whereTi is the period of taski, Ci is the worst-case com-
putation time of the task,�i is its priority andpi 2 P
is the processor to which taski is allocated. The setTp
of tasks allocated to the processorp 2 P denotes the set



f�i 2 T j pi = pg. Task periods and computation times
expressed above are nominal values for which standard
clock rates are assumed. Processorp has an associated
clock speed,�p, which dictates the execution rate of all
tasks scheduled on that processor and the periods of re-
sponses originating on that processor.

Tasks are scheduled according to the fixed-priority pre-
emptive policy in which priorities are totally ordered. A
task arrives infinitely often at the start of its period at
which point it is logically ready to be scheduled for ex-
ecution. However, a task may suffer a delay following
arrival before it is released and can be entered into a prior-
ity ordered run queue (see Fidge [5] for a comprehensive
review of the semantics of task scheduling). This delay,
calledrelease jitter, is the maximal difference between ar-
rival time and release time; it results from variations in
response times of tasks and messages which precede the
given task in a distributed transaction. Our model allows
tasks to be triggered by clock, interrupt or by the arrival
of a message handled by the real-time kernel.

The modelled scheduling and interrupt behaviour
matches that supported by popular real-time kernels and
processors (e.g., VxWorks [14] and 68000 CPU) and
provides timely execution of sporadic, high priority,
interrupt-driven tasks and restricted periodic behaviour
for other tasks. The time delays associated with context
switching are assumed to be included as part of the com-
putation time of tasks. Although a more sophisticated
treatment of context switching is possible [2], the anal-
ysis reported here will concentrate on the clock speed is-
sue without compromising the generality of our results.
The analysis may be generalised to accommodate context
switching in a straightforward manner.

4.2 Inter-Task Communication
Two mechanisms for inter-task communication are

considered - tasks on the same processor communicate
with the support of kernel services and tasks on different
processors communicate via one or more Controller Area
Networks (CAN) [9], a fieldbus widely used in automo-
tive and factory automation applications. LetN be a set
of networks, andm be the total number of messages in the
system. Messages are identified by an integer in the range1::m. The message set,M, is defined asM = f(Ti; Si; �i; qi) j 1 � i � mg
whereTi is the period of messagei (assuming a nomi-
nal clock speed on the processor which transmits the mes-
sage),Si is its length,�i is its priority andqi 2 N is the
network to which messagei is allocated. The setMq of
messages allocated to the networkq 2 N denotes the setf�i 2M j qi = qg. The period of a message is inherited
from the task which transmits it. Tasks may communicate
with each other in a restricted way by asynchronous mes-
sage passing. Broadcast communication semantics are as-
sumed: tasks cannot be blocked when they transmit a mes-

Table 2. Example set of tasks - nominal pa-
rameters

Task Priority Period Computation
ID � T [ms] C [ms]
p.t1 0 10 1
q.t1 0 10 1
q.t2 1 100 9

sage and more than one task may receive the same mes-
sage.

5 Schedulability

The calculation of worst-case task response times for
fixed priority, preemptive scheduling on uniprocessors is
well documented, for example [1, 2, 5, 10]. The basic
analysis has been extended to allow distributed systems
performance evaluation [12, 13]. Recently, the calcula-
tion of best-case response times for distributed systems
has also received attention [6, 8] although we shall confine
our interest here to worst-case response time calculation.
The worst-case local response time,ri, of a taski is mea-
sured from the point a task arrives at the beginning of its
period to the end of its computation. Local response times
may be computed using the following formula [5]:r�i = Ci + Xj2hp(i) �ri + JjTj �Cj (1)

wherehp(i) is the set of task with priority higher than
taski. Equation 1 is iterated until convergence by replac-
ing ri with r�i on each iteration untilj ri - r�i j� � where� is a convergence criterion, typically1�s. An initial re-
sponse time ofri = Ci may be assumed. We have ex-
cluded from the analysis the time delays associated with
context switching in the real-time kernel. Task jitter,Jj ,
of taskj is the variation in arrival time of a task result-
ing from variations in scheduler performance and interfer-
ence to predecessor tasks and messages in a transaction.
Schedulability of a task is determined by comparing its
computed response time with its period (or deadline if this
is shorter).

p

m1
t1

t1

t2

net
q

Figure 2. A simple distributed system

5.1 Nominal Task Periods and Computation Times
We shall examine the impact of clock period variation

on task response times by way of a simple example. Fig-
ure 2 illustrates a small distributed system composed of



two processors,p and q, and a network,net. A single
task onp calledp:t1 executes periodically and transmits
a message on a network. When the messagenet:m1 is
received on processorq it causes the arrival of the taskq:t1. The sequencep:t1 ! net:m1 ! q:t1 is termed a
distributed transaction. Taskq:t2 is the lower priority pe-
riodic task on processorq and may be preempted by the
taskq:t1. Table 2 specifies the behaviour of three periodic
tasks preemptively scheduled on a two processors.

Task arrival

q.t2

q.t1

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Critical instant ms

r = 10 ms

Figure 3. Worst-case schedule for task q.t2 -
Nominal Clock rates

Figure 3 illustrates the execution behaviour of the task set
on processorq assuming a worst-case condition for the
lower priority task in which both tasks arrive at the same
instant - the critical instant. The higher priority task will
always complete in 1 ms because it cannot be preempted
and will be executed immediately on arrival. Taskq:t2
will be released att = 1 ms resulting in a response time
of 10 ms; no other task phasing can result in a longer re-
sponse time. However, taskq:t2 can be executed without
preemption in 9 ms if it arrives at the instant taskq:t1
completes its computation. In this simple example it is as-
sumed that tasks arrive periodically, suffer no release time
jitter and that context switching overheads are negligible.

It is instructive to examine the response time bounds
of task q:t2 assuming that its computation time may be
varied. Figure 4 shows both the minimal and maximal re-
sponse times of taskq:t2 as functions of its computation
time. The maximal response time of the task is never less
than 1 ms since it can be preempted by taskq:t1. With a
computation time ofCq:t2 < 9 ms, the minimal response
time of taskq:t2 is simply its computation time. With a
computation time of9 ms, the response time may lie in the
range[9 ; 11] ms. This behaviour repeats for a computa-
tion time of18 ms. Note thatrq:t2 expressed as a function
of Cq:t2 is piecewise linear with discontinuities at particu-
lar values ofCt2. It is at these discontinuities that schedul-
ing analysis is vulnerable if clock periods differ from the
nominal rates. We shall now examine the impact of clock
drift on scheduling analysis for distributed systems.

5.2 Processor clock frequency variations
The effect of clock period uncertainty on the response

times of tasks in distributed systems depends on the
method of triggering tasks. In general, distributed sys-
tems will include tasks which are triggered by local clocks
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Figure 5. Two task schedule with a 10 %
slow clock and constant periods

and others which are triggered externally. The execution
rate of tasks located on a range of different processing
hardware will vary as a function of the local clock fre-
quency. Referring to our example distributed system (Fig-
ure 2), we shall initially assume that the clock on proces-
sorp is accurate (�p = 1:0) and that the clock on proces-
sor q is slow by, a much exaggerated, 10% (�q = 1:1).
The period of a distributed transaction is influenced by
the clock speed of the processor on which the initial task
is scheduled. Even if the frequency of the transactionp:t1 ! net:m1 ! q:t1 is accurate because processorp
has an accurate clock, the schedulability of tasks on pro-
cessorq may be reduced if processorq is slow.

Figure 5 illustrates the schedule for the two task sys-
tem under the conditions that task execution times are ex-
tended by 10% as a result of the low frequency of the lo-
cal clock onq. However, tasks arrive periodically at the
nominal rate because taskt1 is part of a distributed trans-
action which begins on another processor with an accu-
rate clock. Notice that the second arrival of taskt1 is at10 ms because tasks periods are not extended in this ex-
ample. In the worst case, taskt2 now suffers two preemp-
tions from taskt1; the worst-case response time of taskt2
is rt2 = 12:1 ms (cf.,rt2 = 11 ms if both periods and
computation times vary). Clearly, if the arrival periods of
tasks can be subject to variations in frequency of different
clocks, taskt1 could arrive at a higher frequency than the



nominal rate; this could further increase the worst-case in-
terference to lower priority tasks. Thus, a task suffers the
worst-case preemption if higher priority tasks arrive at a
frequency higher than the nominal frequency and the pre-
empted task executes on a processor with a slow clock.
In summary, there are two mechanisms which can cause
increased task interference as a result of clock rate error:

1. If a distributed transaction with a nominal period vis-
its a processor with a low clock speed, increased pre-
emption to lower priority tasks will take place;

2. If a distributed transaction begins on a processor with
high clock speed, all tasks and messages on that
transaction can cause increased preemption to lower
priority tasks and messages on other processors with
nominal or lower clock speeds.

These two sources of error are cumulative and can con-
spire to cause significant error in the analysis of dis-
tributed systems.

If task arrival periods and task computation times are
functions of different clock drift rates, worst-case re-
sponse times of tasks may be evaluated by modifying
Equation 1 to replace computation time,Ci, by Ci�max,
where�max is the maximal drift rate (of the slowest pro-
cessor clock likely to be experienced in practice). Task
periods are also a function of clock rate, so the task pe-
riod and jitter,Tj andJj , are replaced byTj�p andJj�p
respectively, where�p is either the minimal or maximal
clock drift rate. The maximal clock drift rate is selected
if task �j is part of a transaction which originates on the
same processor as task�i, since the period and jitter of�j
will be influenced by the local clock rate. Conversely, if
the transaction involving�j originates on another proces-
sor, the period and jitter may be shorter than the nominal
values and the minimal clock drift rate is selected. These
changes are reflected in Equation 2.r�i = �max8<:Ci + Xj2hp(i) �ri + Jj�pTj�p �Cj9=; (2)

where�p = 8><>: �max if the transaction involving�j originates
onpi;�min if the transaction involving�j does not
originate onpi

In general, this calculation of response time in the pres-
ence of clock speed error will be pessimistic since not ev-
ery part of each distributed transaction will necessarily be
executed on processors with extreme clock rates. Thus, a
portion of the accumulated jitter on a distributed transac-
tion may be less thanJj�min and response times will be
over-estimated because of this.

worst-case response

Arrival point

net.m1

q.t1

q.t2

p.t1

Tasks/messages

Figure 6. Worst-case response of task q:t2
The 10% clock drift employed in this example is about

three orders of magnitude greater than typical drift rates of
current processor clocks. However, the principle relating
clock drift to scheduling behaviour is established correctly
in the example. In practice, even clock drifts of only a few
ppm can be responsible for large differences in response
time because of the non-linear nature of the response time
function.

6 Empirical Study

As a practical demonstration of the importance of clock
rate error in the analysis of distributed systems, and as a
means of verifying the proposed analysis, a simple empiri-
cal study was undertaken. The example system was imple-
mented using two 68HC08 micro-controllers of the type
discussed in section 3. The example chosen was of the
small distributed system depicted in Figure 2 composed
of two processors,p andq, and a CAN network,net. A
periodic distributed transaction begins on processorp with
the execution of taskp:t1 which, on its completion, trans-
mits a single message,net:m1. The arrival of the mes-
sage releases the taskq:t1 and the distributed transaction
ends with the completion of taskq:t1. A second task of
lower priority,q:t2, executes on processorq; this may be
preempted by the arrival of taskq:t1. The nominal pe-
riods and computation times of the system components
are listed in Table 3. The messagenet:m1 contained a
single byte of data and was transmitted at a speed of10
kbps. The data content of the message did not change be-
tween transmissions; consequently its transmission time
of about6:3 ms never varied. The distributed transaction
starting with taskp:t1 arrived with a nominal period of
1s. Thus the taskq:t1 also arrived with the same nomi-
nal period. The computation timeCq:t2 was chosen to be
as long as possible without incurring a second preemption
(i.e.,Cq:t2 = Tq:t1 � Cq:t1), this behaviour is depicted in
the timing diagram of Figure 6. It can be seen that taskq:t2 was designed to complete just before the second ar-
rival of taskq:t2. It is assumed for the sake of this analysis
that taskq:t2 meets its timing obligation if the system is
implemented on processors which are clocked at the nom-
inal rate (i.e., with little or no clock drift).



Table 3. Nominal task/message parameters
for the simple distributed system

Task Nominal Nominal
Period,T Computation,Cp:t1 1000 ms 70 msq:t1 1000 ms 70 msq:t2 5000 ms 930 ms

6.1 System 1
The example system was first executed using the

68HC08 micro-controllers numbered4 and 7 (see Fig-
ure 1); Table 4 specifies the task allocation adopted.
These processor/clock combinations exhibited clock pe-
riods which differed by less than1�s per s. In order to
create the critical conditions which resulted in worst-case
responses of taskq:t2, both tasks on processorq were re-
leased together. The computation time of taskq:t2 was
adjusted to avoid a second preemption by taskq:t1. The
scheduling of taskq:t2 was studied to confirm that only
one preemption by taskq:t1 took place. No appreciable
difference in schedulability was observed when the task
allocations on the micro-controllers were reversed. This
established a base case with nominal clock rates to allow
an examination of the variation of clock rates on response
times to be studied. The response time for taskq:t2 with
nominal clock rates is denoted byrnomq:t2 in the results.

6.2 System 2
In this configuration, the distributed transaction began

on a slow processor (number 6) and continued on a fast
processor (number 9). Thus, the period of the distributed
transaction was longer than the nominal period (of 1s) re-
sulting in reduced interference to taskq:t2. In addition,
the clock on processorq was faster than nominal. These
two factors should each result in increased schedulabil-
ity on processorq. The analysis indicated by Equation 2
was performed using the clock drift rates measured for the
two processors (see Figure 1) to determine the response
time of taskq:t2 for this allocation. The slower proces-
sor,p, operated with a clock drift of�min = 0:99998 and
the faster processor,q, operated with a clock drift rate of�max = 1:000016. The change in response time for taskq:t2 between the systems 1 and 2 was also determined em-
pirically. The increased schedulability on processorq was
confirmed both by the empirical study and by analysis as
indicated in the results in Table 4. The response time of
taskq:t2 is approximately20�s shorter than the nominal
case,rnomq:t2 , and could increase by approximately40�s be-
fore a second preemption by taskq:t1 would take place.

6.3 System 3
For the final test, tasks were assigned to processors in

reverse order to experiment 2 as indicated in Table 4. In
this configuration, the distributed transaction began on a
fast processor and continued on a slow processor. Thus,
the period of the distributed transaction was shorter than

the nominal period (of 1s) resulting in increased interfer-
ence to taskq:t2 and reduced schedulability on processorq. The slower processor,q, operated with a clock drift
of �min = 0:99998 and the faster processor,p, operated
with a clock drift rate of�max = 1:000016. The response
times determined by both empirical and analytical means
show that taskq:t2 suffered a second preemption by taskq:t1 in this system configuration, i.e., the response timerq:t2 included a second instance of the computation timeCq:t1.

6.4 Summary of Results
The small differences between the analytical and em-

pirical values of response times for systems 2 and 3 are
within the expected measurement error bounds. We have
chosen quite long periods for tasks in the experimental
system in order to generate easily measurable errors in
response times. However, the magnitude of any analyti-
cal error resulting from clock drift uncertainty will very
much depend on the computation times of higher priority
tasks and not simply on periods. The results confirm that
system performance may under some circumstances de-
pend on the random variation in clock drift rates between
processors of the same class, and that system responses
may miss their deadlines because of this. Furthermore, it
is possible to predict the effects of clock drift on perfor-
mance if individual clock drift rates are available, other-
wise minimal and maximal bounds may be assumed. The
potential for error in applying standard scheduling analy-
sis in computing response times of distributed transactions
has been demonstrated.

7 Conclusions & Recommendations

The performance of distributed embedded systems may
vary simply as a result of the random allocation of clock
crystals when using otherwise identical processors. The
response times of tasks in a multitasking preemptive envi-
ronment are not linearly related to their computation times
except for the highest priority task; all tasks other than
the highest priority task will suffer execution time delays
which will exhibit discontinuities. The errors in computed
response times introduced by uncertainties in clock rate
can be significant in a priority preemptive scheduling en-
vironment if response times happen to be close to critical
points. Low utilisation alone is no guarantee that clock
speed variations will not compromise scheduling predic-
tions. It is the presence of critical points which matters
and not the load on the processor. The following points
summarise the results and offer some recommendations
for coping with clock rate error in schedulability analysis:

1. Uniprocessor scheduling results are little affected by
clock drift errors unless the periods of tasks are de-
termined by clocks external to the processor.



Table 4. Three experimental systems

System Task Empirical Analytical
number Allocation rq:t2 � rnomq:t2 rq:t2 � rnomq:t2

1 fp:t1g on processor #4 (nom) 0 0fq:t1; q:t2g on processor #7 (nom)
2 fp:t1g on processor #6 (slow) �22�s �20�sfq:t1; q:t2g on processor #9 (fast)
3 fp:t1g on processor #9 (fast) +70013�s +70017�sfq:t1; q:t2g on processor #6 (slow)

2. The analysis of distributed systems is particularly
vulnerable to clock period uncertainty.

3. The risk of analytical error is present even when pro-
cessors are lightly loaded, although the magnitude of
any error is likely to be greater at high utilisation.

4. Schedulability analysis can be extended to account
for worst-case clock rate variation; necessarily, this
widens the bounds that can be placed on response
times.

5. If task computation time bounds are determined em-
pirically, care must be taken to ensure that the clock
frequency of the test processor is close to the nominal
rate.

6. Long computation times and periods exacerbate the
problem since errors associated with clock skew ac-
cumulate. Thus, the analysis of low frequency sys-
tems is more vulnerable to clock rate uncertainty.

A programme of further work includes an investigation
of temperature effects on schedulability, the computation
of lower bounds on response times in a similar way to [8]
and a study of how network clock speed (and therefore
message transmission times) are influenced by clock rate
drift.
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